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Student Created Tutorial Videos for Electronics
Twice per semester students work in pairs (or groups of 3) to create YouTube
tutorial videos on a topic of their choice. Students are told their video should be 5
minutes or less and are provided further information and the grading rubric ahead
of time. Their video cannot have substantial overlap with existing videos, but
otherwise they have freedom in choosing a topic (theory vs circuit construction,
equipment, simulation, calculations, etc). The videos are assembled into a
publicly-viewable playlist (see QR code), currently with 21 tutorial videos.

YouTube Channel and Activity

Video Lab Instructions for Modern Physics Lab
I have created a video for each of the labs that students
typically perform in our Modern Physics course (PHY210).
The video typically shows how to do the experimental
set-up, measurement, and may include some aspects of
the analysis as well. Students also receive a more
traditional written document describing the lab.
Motivation and Goals

Motivations and Goals
Authentic Audience Instead of an in-class presentation, students’ are presenting to a target
audience who doesn’t know this material but has sought it out.
Confidence Building My students are typically overwhelmed by electronics - this shows them
that they can master, understand, and teach individual topics.
Digital Literacy† Students create a video and write the YouTube meta-information (title, tags,
description). They consider privacy and copyright for work that is posted to the web.
Portfolio-ready Project† Students can later refer to this video in their Digital Portfolio.
Diversifying STEM Most electronics tutorials are made/narrated by men. My students represent
many races and gender identities, providing role models to others.
Metacognition Students determine what can function as a stand-alone video and define the
play-list order, reflecting on how electronics topics build on one another.

Figure 1: The electronics tutorial videos are typically 2-3 minutes long. The
playlist includes 21 tutorial videos, as well as videos showing the Arduino final
projects.

Challenges and Issues to Consider
Who posts the video?
I
I
I

My Choice: I post all videos from my Agnes Scott-affiliated Google account.
Cons: Either I or the college could be liable for copyright issues.
Pros: The videos are preserved indefinitely and could be moved to a different platform. I can delete any problematic
comments on the videos.

How to provide feedback, increase quality, and set the bar of what gets posted?
My Choice: Feedback is provided at the end and all passing videos are posted.
I Cons: Most videos have obvious room for improvement. Mediocre videos reflect poorly of the students, instructor,
and institution.
I Pros: Students can learn from the first video and can improve for their second video. Avoiding drafts/iteration
reduces the workload for students and instructor.
How to train students to create videos?†
I

My Choice: Students are encouraged to use our tutors in the Technology Production Studio, but no in-class time is
dedicated to learning editing or filming.
I Cons: AV quality usually has problems and students rarely utilize the video equipment that can be borrowed on
campus.
I Pros: Many students are already familiar with video creation. Different topics require different filming/editing
approaches, so there is no “one size fits all” training possible.
What copyright practices to expect?†

No dedicated lab session Students must complete the labs on their
own, outside of scheduled classtime. As we have only one apparatus for
each lab, groups complete the lab at different times. The videos provide
more assistance than a written document alone, better facilitating
students to perform the labs without instructor supervision.
Cannot explain lab during class It was ineffective to provide an
introduction/overview to labs during classtime. There was insufficient
time, students rarely took notes, and the class is usually too big for
everyone to see.
Students are encountering new equipment Some students may be
enrolled in electronics, where they have encountered oscilloscopes and
power supplies. Other students are seeing this equipment for the first
time and need detailed instructions.
Decrease experimental obstacles This is the first class where
students are expected to write lab reports. As the analysis and lab report
takes substantial time, the hope is to make the experiment more straight
forward and quicker.
Facilitate lab sessions for other instructors I’m the most
experimentally-oriented instructor and others sometimes teach this
course. The hope is to keep the lab component more consistent across
instructors.
Challenges and Issues to Consider
How will the videos be filmed?
I

I

I

I

Figure 2: Some student-created electronics tutorials have received thousands
of views.

Which platform will the videos be posted to?
I
I

My Choice: Spend a class session in the library on an image-specific copyright session.
I Cons: After the training, no students used images at all in their videos.
I Pros: Students were using copyrighted images without the training. Colleges are often sued for copyrighted material
posted to YouTube.
How much should students protect their privacy?†
I
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My Choice: YouTube, via my institutional account.
Cons: Students are shown (side-bar) ads when viewing course materials. Students
cannot download video (without paying for premium YouTube).
Pros: No storage requirements on CMS/instutional account. Can link from CMS,
syllabus, lab guides, etc. Streaming capabilities works on multiple platforms and
adjusts to connection speed. Students are typically familiar with this platform.

Will videos be publicly viewable?
I

My Choice: Students can choose to include their names/faces in the video, or remain anonymous.
Cons: Students may not think about privacy explicitly.
Pros: Maximally flexible, gives students complete agency. Video can be taken down later, if student requests.

I
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Grading Rubric

My Choice: Publicly viewable, in a playlist.
Cons: Students at other institutions may use my videos for unauthorized help.
Inappropriate comments may be posted.
Pros: Creates a resource for other instructors and students. Provides representation
of physics professor who is a woman.

How will captions be generated?

Video Content (60%) Each topic scored out of 5, contributing 10%
Concise; one topic presented with little superfluous information.
Factually correct.
Coherent topic; the information presented works as a stand-alone video.
Well-defined assumption of previous knowledge; expect to find audience members with sufficient
knowledge to understand video.
Ideal visual presentation; the use of screencast, breadboard, equipment (etc) optimally
communicates the topic.
Professional in tone; positive public representation of Agnes Scott students.
Write Up (20%) Points as shown; this is e-mailed to me
(2) Title of the video
(4) Description for the video
(4) Tags to assign video
(2) Specify the order this video should be in the playlist
(4) For each member of the group, what role did they play and how did they contribute?
(4) The origin and copyright status of audio/visual components from the internet
AV Quality (20%)
I don’t provide subcategories for this - this is often where groups lose the most points.

nackerman@agnesscott.edu

My Choice: I filmed the videos on my cell phone, usually by myself.
Cons: The lighting, focus, and audio often have problems. Due to time constraints,
videos have not yet be re-filmed.
Pros: Minimal editing was necessary and everything was fast.
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Figure 3: Most videos have a few hundred views since the videos were
posted, the earliest in 2014.

I

My Choice: Automatic YouTube captions.
Cons: Technical terms may not be transcribed correctly, sentences are run together,
vocal ticks and mistakes are included in captions.
Pros: No additional work.

Lessons Learned and Advice

Figure 4: Data shown for top videos on my account for the past 365 days.
Videos are also posted for Intro Physics and Quantum Mechanics.

†This course is part of our SUMMIT initiative (general education) through development of Digital Literacy

Find someone to be the camera operator. Appropriately-timed
zoom and pan-shots can be quite helpful; holding the camera yourself or
using a tripod is inferior.
Expect people outside the institution to watch the videos, if
they are posted publicly. I’ve been contacted by instructors using
some of the same (ancient) equipment. Are students watching from other
institutions and getting assistance that their instructor didn’t intend for
them to have?
Provide high-quality tags and description. Consider listing the
apparatus model/number, linking to manuals, or even linking to lab
guides.
Use screen-capture tools for computers and digital
oscilloscopes. Filming computer screens and analog oscilloscopes have
caused problems, obviously.
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